
WELCOME

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

Russia’s first crypto law “will be adopted by January 1, 2021,” said the bill’s chief

architect, adding that the legislation is “now approaching the finish line.”
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According to recent reports, the oil-rich Central Asian country expects the

total amount of money invested in local crypto mining operations to double

by the end of 2020 and attract $738 million over the next three years.

KAZAKHSTAN SETS EYES ON TOP-3 SPOT
FOR GLOBAL BITCOIN MINING

by Shawn Liew, writing for HRMAsia

The total number of miners detected in the first three months of 2020 is also

significantly more than the 834,933 phishing attempts and 269,204

ransomware detections against SMBs in the region.

SMBS IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA AT HIGH RISK OF
CRYPTO-MINING

by Amy Borrett, writing for
Business Insider

Cryptocurrencies and

their underlying

technologies are

becoming increasingly

popular in the world of

fine art. Contemporary

artist Lincoln Townley

and established auction

house Christie's both now

accept cryptocurrency as

payment. Platforms like

the Blockchain Art

Exchange are also using

distributed ledger

technology to try and

guarantee authenticity of

art.
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EMBRACES
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BLOCKCHAIN

by Stephen O'Neal, writing for Cointelegraph
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https://www.businessinsider.com/64-billion-art-bitcoin-blockchain-picasso-lincoln-townley-2020-7?IR=T


WELCOME

by Danny Nelson, writing for Coindesk

Under the directive, miners will have to disclose their identities, the size of

their mining farms and their mining equipment type with the Ministry of

Industry, Mines and Trade which will then publish a list of licensed mining

centers.

IRAN GIVES CRYPTO MINERS ONE MONTH TO
REGISTER WITH THE STATE

by Ting Peng, writing for Cointelegraph

Participants at a recent court reform conference held by the Shanghai high court

observed that the Minhang District People’s Court used blockchain technology to

record an equity transfer contract dispute.

SHANGHAI COURTS TURN TO BLOCKCHAIN  TO
MODERNIZE RECORD CREATION

The Venezuelan military has seized 315 Bitmain Antminer S9 Bitcoin mining

rigs it claims are not properly registered to operate in the country. Although

cryptocurrency mining is legal in Venezuela, miners say they have been

unfairly treated

VENEZUELA SEIZES 315 BITCOIN MINING
RIGS: MINERS CALL IT EXTORTION 

by Joshua Mapperson, writing for Cointelegraph

The wholesale embrace of Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) mining

for Bitcoin (BTC) could increase the cost of a 51% attack by a factor of up to 2,000.

SWITCHING BITCOIN TO 100% ASIC MINING
COULD INCREASE SECURITY 2,000X

by Ledger Insights

French pharma company

Transgene announced that

it incorporated the

blockchain supply chain

traceability platform

Hypertrust X-Chain into

its clinical trials project

myvac.

PHARMA
COMPANY
TRANSGENE
USES
BLOCKCHAIN FOR
CLINICAL TRIALS

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com

TikTok and Dogecoin

were in the news this week,

and Coindesk's Bitcoin

News Roundup takes a

light view of the whole

issue. Listen to the episode

here.
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